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Connection
to People Across Roles
What constitutes the dignity of a craft is that it
creates a fellowship, that binds us together and
fashions a common language. For there is but one
true need—that of human connection..

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry
Author

Who is In The Room
Professionals, Managers, Executives, Board Members
We each have different background, expectations, and language.

Breaking Silos Works
It takes the whole company to reduce cyber risk.

Successful Attacks the Norm

Whole Company
Engagement Reduces Breaches

How Do you Engage a
Whole Company??

39% companies hit in past year

The more often information
security and leadership
meet, the less likely a
breach.

“The average board
member is completely
overwhelmed by jargon.”

2/3 more than once.
Odds go up after first breach

Those that met 15 times a
year, didn't suffer security
breaches at all

-- Betsy Cooper Aspen
Tech Policy Hub

2022 Cymulate and StatsCan Results

Market Demands Trustworthy Companies
“Products and Services are the most important driver in determining

Commitment to Internal

reputation. But its not just about what you do, its about how you

and External

do it. Conduct (aka “Governance”) comes in second place for a

Transparency

reason” – ICD Ethics Kit, 2022

Legal, Audit, Finance, HR ...

Reinforcement and
Change

Desired Outcome
by establishing principles

Internal Stakeholders:
Good Companies are Made of Good People
•

An individual brings their moral judgement

•

Society establishes and supports professions that create demands.

•

Organizations are duty-bound to act in their investors’ interest.

External Stakeholders
•

Customers demand good products and good conduct

•

Regulators enforce stewardship of common interests:
•

Privacy

•

Environment

•

Marketplace

“Tension Amongst Ethical Obligations is the
Provenance of Governance” – Brigadier General Wakin

Organization Governance
Misalignment in one level can cascade to others.

What do these roles DO
Empathy Across the Management Chain

Board

Executive

Director

Manager

Aligning Management

Direction and Strategy

Aligning Resource and

Hiring Staff. Organizing

Oversight and

of Company

to Company Direction

Work Sequence, and

and Strategy

Execution

Shareholder Mandate

Individual

High Quality Work

Governance Tools by Role
What Does Good Governance Look Like
Consistency And Alignment

Board

Executive

Director

Manager

Governance Oversight

Company Structure

Domain Organization

Project and Activity

Company Mandate

Tone of Company

and Staffing Plan

Portfolio

Company Values

Company Strategy

Individual

Tools and Procedures

The Problem
The Board
Wide Mandate Discretion
Least able to take Concrete Steps
Least Visibility to Specific Issues

The Connection
Many layers between workers and board.
Companies are big and complicated places.
How can the board see “strain” between layers.

The Individual
Most able to take direct action
Most visibility to issues
Least visibility to organization
Least able to affect lasting change

Ethics
As an Indicator
Individual

A

What You Know is Right

A

B

C

D

Professions

B

Professions often bring Ethics Standards,
Examples: Doctors, Lawyers

Organization

C

Companies have a legal and moral duty to their investors.

Society and Culture

D

The governments and people that allow companies to operate require
stewardship for the common good.

An Analogy from the
Profession of Arms
“A good pilot uses their superior
judgement to avoid situations where
they need to display their superior
skills.” –USAF Pilot Training Principle

“Ethical organizations are made of ethical people.
The best organizations avoid asking their people

to act outside their personal, organizational, or
professional ethics by anticipating strain amongst
them.” BGen M. Wakin

What did these questions have in common?:
•

Trust: Do the roles appear to believe the other has their interest at heart?

•

Resource and Accountability: Is the resource applied where the
accountability is?

Do you find technical arguments a proxy for one of the above?

Mini Workshop:
What Would you Do?
A Director Says:
“We don’t train our technical staff in
security. They can not be held
accountable for poor security.”

An Executive Says:
“Do we have to be so lily white in compliance?”

A Peer Says:
“My team will consider your
identified risks, and I’ll let you
know what we decide.”

You are Told:
“Open this firewall rule now, we
NEED this feature and we’re

“Please sort through our employees’
emails/files looking for inefficiencies we can
correct.”

losing money.”

What can I Do Immediately
Living with Today’s Misalignment

Act with Empathy
•
•
•
•

Avoid “Credential Quoting”; it puts people on the defensive
Make your boss successful.
Put yourself “in the shoes” of peers and subordinates.
Ask for help / advice

Longer Term: Become and Agent for Change
•
•
•
•

Learn your organization.
Meet people outside your silo.
Ask questions that can open conversations.
Be transparent.

How Individuals
Contribute
Join and Support Good Organizations
When Interviewing;
How would you quantify your commitment to professional development?
Does the company sponsor professional events?
Does the company have code of conduct training?
Has the company benchmark its management effectiveness (NIST Baldrige Cyber

or Performance Excellence, ISO 37000, etc.?) .
When Volunteering
Volunteer to organize cross-company events and support others
Use content-creation opportunities with ISACA, ISC, and others to add more
standards content.

When Working:
Think ahead to the issues you might face that make you uncomfortable; decide in
advance how you might handle those situations.

How Boards
Contribute
Craft Governance to Ensure
Transparency, Ethics, and Values span
the Company.

Enterprise Risk Committee
Often request cyber-metrics that benchmark to peers?
Often request a “tabletop walk-through” of ransomware and similar events (from
business perspective).

Audit Committee: Tasks Internal Audit with
Including not only technical checks on security controls, but challenge business
for artifacts that indicate risks are managed, not just filed.
What ability do employees have to anonymously raise ethics concerns, and what
training do they have to recognize them

Full Board
Include representation from the key professions important to the business.
Emphasize board-director as its own profession, with its own calling
Consider adopting ISO 37000 or Baldrige Governance Principles

Trend is to Greater Duty of Board in Ethical Governance
ICD Board Director Ethics Code:

As a director, I agree to:
• Assume individual and collective responsibility for my organization

• Ensure that my organization complies with the law.
• Acquire first-hand knowledge of my organization, its operations and its key people.
• Recognize that resignation or dismissal from the board may sometimes be the ultimate
consequence of sustained disagreement on a matter of conscience or judgment
• Responsible business: Ensure that my organization behaves in a socially responsible manner.
• Shareholders: Avoid prioritizing the short-term financial interests of shareholders over the
interests of other stakeholders.”

Questions?
Here are Some Samples
Would you Like More Real Life Dilemmas,

+

great examples of companies that do this well, or

+

existing and upcoming guidance from NIST and ICD, or

+

Something else?

+

THANK
YOU

